Bundle adjustment (BA) is the problem of refining viewing and structure estimates in multi-view scene reconstruction subject to a scene model (e.g. a set of geometric constraints). Mismatched interest points cause serious problems for the standard least squares approach, as a single mismatch (i.e. outlier) will affect the entire reconstruction. We propose a novel robust Student's t BA algorithm (RST-BA), using the heavy tailed t-distribution to model reprojection errors. We design a custom algorithm to find the maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the camera and viewing parameters. The algorithm exploits the same structure as L 2 -BA, matching the performance of fast L 2 implementations. RST-BA is more accurate than either L 2 -BA or L 2 -BA with a σ-edit outlier removal rule for a range of simulated error generation scenarios. RST-BA also achieved better median reproduction error recovery than SBA [1] or SBA with outlier removal for large publicly available datasets.
INTRODUCTION
Bundle adjustment (BA) is used to correct imperfect camera pose information. It yields a set of parameters that are internally consistent with respect to some geometric model of the scene. Classically, BA is formulated as a large-scale sparse parameter estimation problem in the nonlinear least squares (NLLS) framework, using the matched tie-point features as data (see [2] and sources cited within). Both camera and 3D world point parameters are simultaneously estimated, and prior information about camera parameters and ground control points is incorporated using Bayesian techniques. The motivating problem for our work in robust BA is to produce a robust reconstruction in the presence of outliers generated due to the misidentification of tie-points across images. It is difficult to ensure that automated algorithms for finding and matching tie-point features always generate correct correspondences. A single mismatch can lead to a large phantom error, which in the least squares framework pulls the model away from estimates consistent with the majority of the data. We derive our approach by modeling both reprojection errors and prior uncertainty on cameras and ground control points using the Student's t-distribution, and finding the MAP estimate for the desired parameters. The Student's t-distribution is heavy tailed, and has been shown to be extremely robust to outliers in several applications [3, 4] . Here, we design and implement a customized algorithm that exploits the special BA problem structure [1, 5] , and uses computational effort comparable to standard BA methods [1] . The resulting RST-BA algorithm is fast and accurate for synthetic data experiments and in real applications. Mismatches in tie-point features is a well known problem, and there are a variety of approaches in the literature for robustification and dealing with outliers. Threshold-based outlier removal is a common approach with many variants ( [6] , [7] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [11] , [12] ). After several iterations, observations with residuals exceeding some problem-dependent threshold are removed from the dataset and the BA optimization is rerun on the remaining data. Generally, some σ-edit rule is applied, with a typical range between 1 to 2 standard deviations. Unfortunately, errors affect the initial fit, and influence the subsequent classification of data into outliers and inliers, which causes problems with σ-edit rules [13, Ch. 1] . Another common approach is iterative reweighting ( [14] , [8] , [15] ). In this method, the observations are weighted at each iteration in inverse proportion to their residual errors. Observations may also be removed according to a σ-edit rule with a higher threshold [8] . Closely related to this approach is that of robust cost functions [16] , implemented in [17] and [9] . These are close in spirit to our approach; the objective we derive may be viewed as a robust cost function, and the our implementation involves reweighting. Our contribution is a theoretical framework connecting statistical error modeling to algorithm design, and providing a merit function, convergence criteria, and a customized algorithm. The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2 we formulate BA as a NLLS problem that can be solved with L 2 -BA. In Section 3 we describe the multivariate Student's t-distribution, formulate RST-BA as the associated MAP likelihood problem and solve it. In Section 4, we use simulated data to compare RST-BA with the standard L 2 -BA algorithm, and with L 2 -BA combined with a 2-sigma edit rule for removing outliers. In Section 5, we apply RST-BA to large real datasets.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR BA
Given m cameras with different poses (locations and attitudes), we identify multiple tie-point features in each image (a single feature may appear in several images). Denote by S the set of indices describing image tie-point matching, so that (i, j) ∈ S if feature i was seen in image j. Let x j denote the pose of the jth camera, and let y i denote the 3D world coordinates of feature i. Let z ij be the pixel coordinates of the projection h(x j , y i ) of feature i onto image j, ij be the reprojection error z ij − h(x j , y i ), and Σ ij be the covariance matrix associated to ij . Define x 0 j and y 0 i to be prior estimates of camera parameters and ground control points, with covariances Ω j and Φ i , respectively. All the data except for {x j } and {y i } are known and given. The standard statistical model for the BA problem is as follows:
For any vector a and positive definite matrix C, let a
The standard L 2 approach to BA is to assume that ij , x j , and y i are all normally distributed, and find the MAP solution:
where r ij (x j , y i ) = z ij − h(x j , y i ), and Σ, Ω, and Φ are structured matrices encoding the model (1). The prior terms for camera parameters and ground control points are added to eliminate redundant degrees of freedom (gauge freedom) in the problem, and to tie the solution to an existing coordinate system, such as a geodetic datum of a planetary body. Ground control points can be used when 3D coordinates of certain tiepoint features are well known, which is the case for Lunar topography data. Note that if there is no prior information on a particular x j or y i , we simply set the corresponding Ω
The standard approach to BA is to minimize the objective (2) using implicit trust region methods, and in particular variants of the Levenberg-Marquardt method are very popular (see [18] , [16] ). For our implementation of L 2 -BA we use a particular variant of the Levenberg-Marquardt detailed in [18, Alg. 3.16] , which is also used in the SBA implementation [1] . The method of choosing a cloud of points that 'links' the images together gives rise to a sparse structure, and we exploit this structure as described in [16, Alg. A6.4].
STUDENT'S T APPROACH
We use the following generalization of the Student's tdistribution:
where μ is the mean, s is the degrees of freedom, ∈ R m , and R is a positive definite matrix.
To design RST-BA, we assume that reprojection errors ij , initial camera parameters {x 0 j } and ground control points {y 0 i } come from the Student's t-distribution (3). The key idea is that extreme observations are much more likely in the Student's t model than in the Gaussian model. Therefore, a large residual will affect the overall fit less if fitting is done in model (3). See [19] for more details. Maximizing the likelihood for our model (1) is equivalent to minimizing the associated negative log likelihood
, (4) where s ij , r j , and q i are known degrees of freedom parameters in model (3) associated to observations z ij , prior camera parameters x 0 j , and ground control points y 0 i , respectively. The constants 2, 6 and 3 that appear in (4) are the dimensions of the pixel coordinates, camera poses, and 3D world points. We now describe an implicit trust region algorithm for minimizing the Student's t-MAP objective (4), explained more fully in [4] . In order to minimize (4), we implement an iterative method of the form
where k indexes the iterations, and H k is a positive definite approximation of 
where λ k is a regularization parameter similar to the LevenbergMarquardt method, and is updated according to the rule defined in Algorithm 3.16 of [18] . The RST-BA algorithm can thus be implemented by a reweighting of the data structures already present in L 2 -BA, and so RST-BA takes about the same time per iteration as L 2 -BA. The algorithm terminates when the norm of the gradient of (4) is below 10 −6 .
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
The RST-BA code used for the simulated and real tests is currently implemented as part of Vision Workbench [20] . Since our target application is the reconstruction of the lunar surface from Apollo orbital imager data, our synthetic data was modeled in a similar context. Camera positions were generated along the camera x-axis, with the z-axis of the camera coordinate system toward the lunar surface. Each point on the surface was seen by at least two cameras. Given specifications for the camera elevation and location, a synthetic surface region was calculated, and 3D world points randomly generated within the volume bounded by this surface. Finally, all 3D points were projected into the image planes of cameras which could see them, giving a set of image coordinates for each point and camera pair. After generation of the synthetic 3D world points, we simulated observation noise by perturbing image coordinates, camera positions, and camera pose according to nominal Gaussian distributions with small specified variance. To test the robustness of our algorithms against mistakes in the data, we also introduced outliers in the simulated errors according to the contaminated normal scheme
for p ∈ {0, 0.05, 0.1} and φ ∈ {4, 10, 50}. Each run included L 2 -BA as the baseline, L 2 -BA with a 2σ-edit rule (removing points two standards of deviation and further away and refitting), and RST-BA. Degrees of freedom parameters for RST-BA were set at 4 for all of the experiments. The results for our simulated fitting are presented in Table 1 . Each experiment was performed 1000 times, and we provide the relative median Mean Squared Error (MSE) value (normalized by MSE for nominal case) and standard deviation for the difference between ground truth and the final estimates of the algorithms, for the 3D world points data. See [19] for full results, including camera parameters. Camera pose parameters were fixed at their true values during the experiment. The L 2 -BA method with the 2σ-edit rule works as well or better than L 2 -BA alone. When the variance of the outliers is very large, the 2σ-edit rule cuts the relative error nearly in half, for both 3D world points and camera parameters. However, as the variance of the outliers grows, RST-BA cuts the relative error by a factor of 30 -an order of magnitude improvement over the 2σ-edit rule. [23] . We processed the smaller variants (fewer than 1000 cameras) with our RST-BA implementation in VW [20] and with the publicly available SBA [1] . We used the smaller datasets due to memory limitations of both tools. The results presented in Table 2 show that RST-BA achieves smaller median final reproduction error than SBA and SBA with outlier removal in most cases. Median reproduction error represents the level of fit for a typical datum, and is a good measure of outlier robustness in the absence of a gold standard, which is often absent in the BA application because of gauge freedom. Note that median error is lower for SBA with outlier removal than for SBA, and lower still for RST-BA. The mean squared error and variance is higher for RST-BA as expected, because the residuals corresponding to remaining outliers in the datasets were allowed by RST-BA to remain large. Note that for Dubrovnik, the SBA-2σ error increases relative to that of SBA, suggesting that mismatches produced a fit so bad that good data were classified as outliers and removed; in contrast, RST-BA has lower error than SBA.
CONCLUSION
We propose RST-BA, a robust BA algorithm based on the Student's t distribution. RST-BA preserves the sparse structure, and hence the speed, of L 2 -BA, and can be implemented by simple modifications to the L 2 -BA algorithm. Synthetic results demonstrated that RST-BA has significant advantages in 
